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Vision, hearing, smell, taste, and touch are the tools used to perceive and navigate
the world. They enable us to obtain essential resources such as food and highly
desired resources such as mates. Thanks to the investments in biomedical research the
molecular unpinning’s of human sensation are rivaled only by our knowledge of sensation
in the laboratory mouse. Humans rely heavily on vision whereas mice use smell as their
dominant sense. Both modalities have many features in common, starting with signal
detection by highly specialized primary sensory neurons—rod and cone photoreceptors
(PR) for vision, and olfactory sensory neurons (OSN) for the smell. In this chapter, we
provide an overview of how these two types of primary sensory neurons operate while
highlighting the similarities and distinctions.

Keywords: olfaction, vision, sensory receptors, photoreceptor, olfactory sensory neuron, GPCR, voltage-gated ion
channel, ribbon synapse

INTRODUCTION

The sensory neurons that initiate olfaction and vision are olfactory sensory neurons (OSN),
also referred to as olfactory receptor neurons (ORN), and photoreceptors (PR). Both OSN
and PR respond to stimuli using a biochemical signal transduction cascade to trigger changes
in membrane potential that alters synaptic transmission. In the absence of an odorant, OSN
is basally polarized and when an odorant binds, the OSN depolarize. This results in the
generation of an action potential and the release of neurotransmitters. PR have an inverted

Abbreviations: OSN, Olfactory sensory neuron; PR, Photoreceptor; OE, olfactory epithelium; OS, outer segment; IS, inner
segment; ER, endoplasmic reticulum; RPE, retinal pigmented epithelium; TGFβ, transforming growth factor-beta; GPCR,
G-protein coupled receptor; OR, odorant receptor; GDP, guanosine diphosphate; GTP, guanosine triphosphate; AC3,
adenylate cyclase 3; cAMP, cyclic adenosine monophosphate; CNG, cyclic nucleotide-gated; Na, sodium; Ca, calcium;
TMEM16B, transmembrane protein 16B; Cl, chloride; NKCC1, Na+-K+-2Cl− cotransporter I; CaM, calmodulin; AMP,
adenosine monophosphate; CaMKII, calmodulin-dependent kinase II; RGS, regulator of G-protein signaling; GRK3,
GPCR kinase 3; PKA, protein kinase A; OPN1MW, medium wavelength opsin 1; OPN1LW, long-wavelength opsin 1;
OPN1SW, short-wavelength opsin 1; PDE6, phosphodiesterase 6; cGMP, cyclic guanosine monophosphate; GMP, guanosine
monophosphate; GRK1, GPCR kinase 1; NCKX, Potassium-dependent sodium-calcium exchanger; GC, guanylate cyclase;
GCAP, guanylate cyclase-activating protein; Nav, voltage-gated sodium channel; Kv, voltage-gated potassium channel; Cav,
voltage-gated calcium channel; Ikx, non-inactivating voltage-sensitive M-like potassium current; Ih, hyperpolarization-
activated current; IKCa, calcium-activated potassium current; HCN1, hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated 1;
BK, large-conductance calcium-activated potassium channels; AMPA, α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic
acid; NMDA, N-Methyl-d-aspartic acid; CAZ, cytomatrix at the active zone; CAST, CAZ-associated structural protein;
RIM, Regulating synaptic membrane exocytosis protein; RIM-BP, RIM binding protein.
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response. In the absence of light, PR are basally depolarized
and hyperpolarize in response to photon absorption. This does
not result in an action potential. Instead, graded changes in
membrane potential result in graded changes in the amount of
neurotransmitter released. Despite the differences in how OSN
and PR function there are many similarities in the mechanisms
of signaling. Here, we compare these mechanisms as we describe
the flow of information from stimulus detection to synaptic
transmission in both OSN and PR.

ANATOMY OF THE SENSORY TISSUES

Olfactory Epithelium
Primary sensory neurons receive external cues that are relayed
to higher cortical centers. These neurons must be exposed to
the environment yet protected from damage. OSN are bipolar
neurons surrounded by basal and support cells, that together
make up the olfactory epithelium (OE) lining the roof of the nasal
cavity (Figure 1A; Morrison and Costanzo, 1990). The OE is a
component of the peripheral nervous system and is protected by
its location deep within the nasal cavity and by a coating ofmucus
(Whitlock, 2004). The apical, or dendritic, compartment of OSN
ends with a dendritic knob from which approximately 5–20 long
cilia extend into the mucosal coating to sample inhaled odorants
(Menco, 1980b). The basal compartment of OSN narrows to a
long, unmyelinated axon that exits the OE to synapse in the
olfactory bulb (OB). The OE and bulb are separated from each
other by the ethmoid bone. The ethmoid bone has a specialized
zone of small openings, the foramina in the cribriform plate
(CP), that allow the OSN axons passage to the interior of the
skull (Choi and Goldstein, 2018; Norwood et al., 2019). OSNs
are genetically encoded to respond to specific odorants based on
the single odorant receptor (OR) they express, the axons of OSN
expressing the same OR converge on one to two glomeruli and
synapse with mitral and tufted cells within the outer nuclear layer
(ONL) of theOB (Buck andAxel, 1991; Ressler et al., 1993; Vassar
et al., 1993; Mombaerts et al., 1996). The information then flows
through the OB directly to the olfactory cortex (Firestein, 2001;
Su et al., 2009).

OSN are surrounded by support cells, also known as
sustentacular cells. The support cells span the OE with a narrow
basal extension and a broad apical surface from which microvilli
protrude into the epithelial mucosa (Cuschieri and Bannister,
1975a,b; Firestein, 2001). Mature OSN dendrites appear to
be fully enveloped by a single support cell while immature
neurons extend dendrites between support cells (Nomura et al.,
2004; Liang, 2018). The function of this envelopment remains
unknown but the similarities between support cells and the
myelinating Schwann cells and oligodendrocytes raises the
possibility that these cells function as a ‘‘pseudo-myelin sheath’’
around the OSN dendrite (Liang, 2020). Support cells further
assist the OSN with functions typically assigned to glia such
as regulation of ion homeostasis and metabolic coupling that
provides the glucose needed to power odorant detection in
the OSN cilia (Suzuki et al., 1996; Menco et al., 1998; Hegg
et al., 2009; Tang et al., 2009; Nunez-Parra et al., 2011; Villar

et al., 2017). Despite these glial functions, supporting cells also
act as epithelial cells and create a barrier from the external
environment. Toxic compounds such as those found in smoke or
environmental pollutants are constantly being inhaled. Support
cells limit the potential damage to OSN from such compounds
in two ways. Diffusion of potentially toxic xenobiotics into the
OE is limited by an apical junctional belt formed from the tight
junctions and adherens junctions between adjacent support cells
(Menco, 1980a; Steinke et al., 2008). Toxic xenobiotics that do
get absorbed can be metabolized to reduce harm support cells
express higher levels of the cytochrome P450 ‘‘detox’’ enzymes
than even the liver (Sarkar, 1992; Getchell et al., 1993; Kern and
Pitovski, 1997; Carr et al., 2001).

The third major cell type found in the OE is the basal
cells which are stem cells. There are two classes of basal
cells: the actively cycling globose basal cells which are the
primary regenerative source for the OSN and the quiescent
horizontal basal cells which function in renewal for both the
OSN and support cells following a substantial injury to the OE
(Schwob et al., 2017).

OSN axons leave the OE but still receive support from
an adjacent cell. Ensheathing cells surround OSN axon
bundles but do not form myelin sheets. Instead, they
provide glial support (Ramón-Cueto and Avila, 1998).
These cells perform immune functions and help prevent
microbial infiltration from the exposed OE from reaching
the central nervous system (Leung et al., 2008; Harris et al.,
2009). Ensheathing cells also function in OSN renewal,
phagocytosing debris from spent OSN, and providing
axonal guidance to newly developing OSNs (Doucette, 1990;
Su et al., 2013).

Retina
PR are entirely contained within the retina, the sensory
epithelium lining the interior back of the eyeball. Unlike the
OE, the retina develops from an outpouching of the forebrain
making it a component of the central nervous system (London
et al., 2013). The retina is protected by enclosure in the eyeball,
and yet, efficiently samples light due to the focus provided
by the transparent cornea and lens. The cellular organization
of the retina is more complex than the OE. Information
flows from PR through two major classes of neurons, bipolar
then ganglion cells with lateral signal modulation provided by
horizontal and amacrine cells. The ganglion cells are the first
action potential firing neuron in this flow of information and
their axons bundle together to leave the eyeball as the optic
nerve. The optic nerve relays information primarily through the
lateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus to the visual cortex
(Masland, 2001; Erskine and Herrera, 2014). There are additional
pathways that transmit signals from the retina. These pathways
generally route non-image-forming information through the
retinohypothalamic tract to communicate to nuclei that control
pupil constriction and set the master circadian clock (Foster
and Hankins, 2002; Canteras et al., 2011; Szabadi, 2018). Given
the complex circuitry of the retina and the amount of signal
processing that occurs before information leaves the eyeball
it is more accurate to think of the retina (without the PR)
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FIGURE 1 | Anatomy of olfactory sensory neurons (OSN) and photoreceptors (PR). (A) OSN are defined by the expression of a unique odorant receptor, OSN
expressing the same receptor (red, green, blue, or orange) are dispersed throughout the olfactory epithelium (OE) but the axons of these OSN converge to synapse
in the same glomeruli of the olfactory bulb (OB). The major compartments of OSN are the cilia for signal detection which extends from an apical dendritic knob, a
bipolar cell body for housekeeping functions and housing the genome, and an axon that traverses the cribriform plate (CP) to synapse in the OB. The cell bodies and
dendrites of OSN are surrounded by support cells (brown). Basal cells (gray) are stem cells that generate the immature OSN (pale red, green, blue, or orange). (B) PR
consist of rods for dim light vision (gray) and cones for bright light and color vision (red, green and blue). The major compartments of PRs are organized into four
layers—outer segments (OS) for signal detection, inner segments (IS) for housekeeping functions, the nucleus in the outer nuclear layer (ONL) for housing the
genome, and the synaptic terminal in the outer plexiform layer (OPL). PR are supported by retinal pigment epithelial (RPE) cells (black) and by Muller Glia (brown).

as analogous to the OB rather than the OE. Regardless, the
similarities in structure, function, and support network for OSN
and PR are remarkable.

Like OSN, PR are compartmentalized neurons. Rods are
used for vision under dim light and cones are used for
vision under bright light as well as providing color vision.
Both rods and cones are organized as a linear array of four
major compartments: outer segments (OS), inner segments
(IS), nucleus, and synaptic terminal (Figure 1B). The OS are
the apical-most compartment and are comprised of highly
ordered stacks of membranes that are the photosensitive part
of the neuron. These membranes house the machinery used
to absorb photons and elicit a change in membrane potential.
The IS is the cell body and houses organelles required for basic
life such as mitochondria, ribosomes, ER, Golgi, endosomes,
lysosomes, and proteasomes. This compartment also houses ion
transporters and channels integral to setting and maintaining
membrane potential. PR nuclei are found in the ONL of the
retina (Baker and Kerov, 2013). The nuclei are the widest part
of PR and the soma surrounding each nucleus is compressed
into thin processes extending both apically and basally for
variable distances. This allows for the high packing density of
PR and generates the illusion of columns of multiple nuclei
when in fact there is just one nucleus per PR with the cell
body pushed into the anatomically distinct IS. Rod nuclei,
but not cone nuclei, are further distinguished by an inverted
arrangement of chromatin such that the dense heterochromatin
is concentrated in the center of the nucleus instead of being
dispersed in clumps around the periphery. This arrangement
is speculated to add to the light-guiding properties of the
retina (Solovei et al., 2009; Kreysing et al., 2010). The thin
process of soma extending basally from the nucleus serves
as the axon but there is no distinct boundary between the
end of the IS/soma and the beginning of the axon. The
synaptic terminals of rods and cones are housed in the

outer plexiform layer (OPL) where they form synapses with
horizontal cell processes and bipolar cells dendrites (Lamb,
2013). The rod synaptic terminals are spherical with a single
invaginating ribbon synapse while cone synaptic terminals are
long and flat, contain tens of invaginating ribbon synapses,
and are found in the basal portion of the OPL (Blanks et al.,
1974; Okada et al., 1994). The unique structure and function
of ribbon vs. conventional synapses will be discussed in a
subsequent section.

PR are supported by Muller glial cells and retinal pigment
epithelial (RPE) cells. The Muller glia are similar to radial
glia. They extend throughout the entire span of the retina and
function in multiple ways to support the development, function,
and health of the retina. In the region surrounding PR, theMuller
glia have numerous short extensions that surround the synapses
in the OPL to buffer ion fluxes and clear excess neurotransmitter.
The Muller glia also sends extensions into the ONL to provide
structural support (Bringmann et al., 2006; Reichenbach and
Bringmann, 2013; Wang et al., 2017). Muller glia form adherens
junctions with PR demarking the junction between outer nuclear
and IS layers (Bunt-Milam et al., 1985; Williams et al., 1990).
These junctions and the band of actin filaments running between
them form a readily visible line in histological preparations
of the retina and historically were given the misnomer of the
outer limiting membrane (Williams et al., 1990; Omri et al.,
2010). Muller glia extend microvilli past this junctional belt. The
proximity of PR and Muller glia throughout the outer nuclear
and basal IS layers likely facilitates homeostatic control of ion
and nutrient fluxes as well as the glucose-lactate shuttle that
fuels the high metabolic demands of PR (Bringmann et al., 2006;
Reichenbach and Bringmann, 2013).

Unlike Muller glia, RPE cells are not part of the neural
retina but they are intimately associated with PR as they
send microvilli from their apical surface into the subretinal
space to ensheath PR OS. The RPE provide many essential
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support functions for PR (Boulton and Dayhaw-Barker, 2001;
Strauss, 2005). These include forming the outer blood-
retina barrier for protection and filtering nutrients from
the vasculature to PR. The RPE also plays a key role in
the regeneration of chromophore and renewal of PR OS
and these processes will be discussed in more detail in
subsequent sections.

SIGNALING THE PRESENCE OF
ODORANTS OR LIGHT

Unlike classical neurons that receive inputs from numerous
synapses housed in branching dendrites, OSN and PR collect
sensory information using modified primary cilia at their
apical ends that house the signal transduction machinery for
odorant or light detection. Cilia are antenna-like organelles
protruding from the cell surface. The simplest type of cilium
is a primary cilium which is composed of a microtubule-
based axoneme ensheathed by the plasma membrane. They
are typically very thin and short (0.2–0.3 µm in diameter
and 2–6 µm in length; Satir et al., 2010; Yoon et al., 2019).
Individual, non-motile, primary cilia are found on many
different cell types, including neurons. Cilia provide a
platform for signaling. By protruding from the cell, they
allow ready sampling of the local environment and the small
diameter of these organelles provides a high surface to the
cytoplasmic ratio that allows for a high concentration of
receptors and associated signaling molecules. Cilia can house
different receptors depending on the cell type and therefore are
integral to many cellular signaling pathways in a tissue-type
dependent manner. Examples of ciliary-based signaling
include pathways regulating development (sonic hedgehog),
tissue homeostasis (TGFβ signaling), and neuromodulation
(dopamine receptors; Mykytyn and Askwith, 2017;
Anvarian et al., 2019).

In the case of sensory perception, the demand for sensitivity is
high and this need is met in part by modifications to primary cilia
that allow for greater surface area hence more receptors. OSN
are modified to grow numerous long cilia; they are not motile
but can move with the fluid flow of the nasal mucosa to sample
odorants entering the nose. PR are modified such that the ciliary
membrane is greatly expanded and folds in and out to form the
discs of the OS. In cones, the discs remain continuous with the
OS plasma membrane but in rods, the discs are enclosed and
separate from the OS plasma membrane. Ciliopathies are multi-
syndromic disorders arising from disruptions to the structure or
function of primary or modified cilia and consequently, patients
often present with loss of smell and blindness among other
challenges (McIntyre et al., 2013).

OSN cilia and PR OS each house the biochemical signaling
components that convert odorant or photon detection to a
change in the resting membrane potential of the neuron. The
biochemical signaling cascade in both sensory neurons has many
similarities. Both initiate with a G-protein coupled receptor
and make use of cyclic nucleotides (cAMP or cGMP) as
second messengers to regulate the opening of cyclic-nucleotide
gated channels (CNG). However, the response to odorants

requires activation of an additional ion channel to generate the
electrical response.

GPCR Signaling in Olfactory Sensory
Neurons
GPCRs are characterized by their serpentine structure consisting
of an extracellular N-terminus, seven transmembrane domains,
and a cytoplasmic C-terminus (Rosenbaum et al., 2009). The
subfamily of GPCRs that responds to odorants is collectively
known as OR (Buck and Axel, 1991). The odorants that serve as
ligands for these receptors are small volatile, mostly hydrophobic,
molecules that are inhaled through the nasal passages and diffuse
through the olfactory mucosa to reach the OSN cilia. Due to
their hydrophobicity, odorants are poorly soluble in the aqueous
olfactory mucosa and secreted odorant-binding proteins are
thought to serve as carrier molecules to allow odorants to more
efficiently reach the OR (Heydel et al., 2013).

ORs make up the largest subfamily of GPCRs; there are
339 functional OR in the human genome and 913 OR in
the mouse genome (Godfrey et al., 2004; Malnic et al., 2004).
ORs share sequence similarity ranging from 40 to 90% with
regions in the third, fourth, and fifth transmembrane domains
showing hypervariability (Pilpel and Lancet, 1999; Firestein,
2001). The hypervariable regions are thought to encompass
the odorant-binding pocket with the variability providing the
molecular basis for the diverse array of odorants that can be
recognized by this subfamily. Individual OR are not selective
for just one ligand, instead, they can be activated by multiple
odorants; a particular OR may be broadly selective and able
to be activated by a large number of diverse odorants or
they may be more selective with an affinity for a smaller
group of odorants with similar chemical signatures (Firestein,
2001; Araneda et al., 2004). While there is no ‘‘rose’’ or
‘‘skunk’’ OR, each OR does have a complex odorant response
profile that makes the olfactory system exquisitely sensitive. A
study using mixtures of 128 odorants calculated that humans
could discriminate at least one trillion distinct odor profiles
(Bushdid et al., 2014).

Ligand-activated GPCRs function as guanine nucleotide
exchange factors for the cognate heterotrimeric G-protein.
Exchange of guanosine diphosphate (GDP) for guanosine
triphosphate (GTP) in the alpha subunit of the G-protein causes
dissociation of the α subunit from the obligate βγ dimer, either of
which may go on to regulate downstream effectors (McCudden
et al., 2005). In both the olfactory and visual systems, the α

subunit is the primary signal transducer. There are four major
subclasses of heterotrimeric G-proteins: Gi/o, Gs, Gq, and G12
(Wettschureck and Offermanns, 2005; Melien, 2007). OR signal
through Golf, a member of the Gs or stimulatory subclass of
G-proteins (Jones and Reed, 1989).

Following odorant-binding and nucleotide exchange, the
GTP-bound Gαolf is free to diffuse laterally along the ciliary
membrane to allosterically activate type 3 adenylate cyclase
(AC3; Figure 2; Jones and Reed, 1989; Bakalyar and Reed,
1990). Active AC3 generates a high local concentration of cAMP
that favors the cAMP-bound, open conformation of the nearby
CNG channel which conducts an inward Na+-Ca2+ current. This
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FIGURE 2 | Odorant transduction. (Top) In the absence of odorant, odorant receptors (OR; pink), are associated with the GDP bound heterotrimeric Gαolf (orange,
mauve). Adenylate cyclase 3 (AC3; blue) is inactive. cyclic nucleotide gated (CNG; green) and transmembrane protein 16B (TMEM16B; dark green) channels are
closed. (Middle) Activation of the cascade begins when odorant binding to an OR activates Gαolf and the GTP bound alpha subunit dissociates to activate AC3. The
increase in cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) concentration opens CNG channels and the resulting influx of calcium opens TMEM16B channels. The
cascade is inactivated when Ca2+-calmodulin (CaM; brown) directly inhibits CNG channels and indirectly inhibits AC3 via calmodulin-dependent kinase II (CamKII;
light brown) phosphorylation. AC3 is further inhibited by regulator of G-protein signaling 2 (RGS2; reddish-brown). The OR is phosphorylated by protein kinase A
(PKA) and GPCR kinase (GRK; light gray) allowing arrestin (gray) binding which inactivates the receptor.
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inward current is necessary, but onlymakes aminor contribution
to depolarization of the membrane (Kleene, 1993). The added
activity of a calcium-activated chloride channel, TMEM16B
(also known as anoctamin 2), is required to drive membrane
depolarization to the range needed for the generation of an
action potential (Kleene, 1993; Stephan et al., 2009). The Ca2+

that activates TMEM16B enters the cilia via the open CNG
channels and the high intracellular concentration of Cl− needed
to generate the depolarizing current is maintained by the activity
of a Na+-K+-2Cl− cotransporter (NKCC1; Reisert et al., 2005).

Inactivation of this signaling cascade occurs via multiple
integrated mechanisms. Consider the activation cascade in
reverse, inactivation of TMEM16B will occur when intraciliary
Ca2+ levels drop. The source of that Ca2+ is the open CNG
channel. To inactivate the CNG channel, Ca2+ mediated feedback
is employed. Ca2+-bound calmodulin (CaM) can bind to CNG
which reduces the channel affinity for cAMP so that even in
the presence of cAMP the channel open probability is reduced
(Liu et al., 1994). Full inactivation of CNG requires degradation
of cAMP, which is accomplished when Ca2+-CaM activates
the cAMP to AMP conversion activity of phosphodiesterase
1C (Borisy et al., 1992). To keep cAMP levels low AC3 must
be inactivated.

AC3 inactivation is the result of the convergence of several
signals, inhibitory phosphorylation by CaM-stimulated CaMKII,
and an atypical role for an RGS protein (Wei et al., 1998;
Sinnarajah et al., 2001). RGS proteins typically function to
accelerate the intrinsic GTPase activity of G alpha subunits in
the Gi/o subfamily. But in the olfactory cilia, RGS2 acts to inhibit
the activity of AC3 (Sinnarajah et al., 2001). Finally, Gαolf will
hydrolyze GTP, converting it to the inactive GDP bound state
which can re-associate with Gβγ.

The final major component of the signal transduction
pathway that must be inactivated is the OR. This occurs when
the receptor is phosphorylated. There are two kinases involved
in this step, G-protein coupled receptor kinase 3 (GRK3) and
protein kinase A (PKA; Dawson et al., 1993; Peppel et al., 1997;
Mashukova et al., 2006). PKA is activated by the increased
intracellular cAMP levels generated by AC3 and GRK3 is
recruited by the Gβγ dimer liberated from Gαolf in response
to the initial activation of the OR. Phosphorylation of the OR
creates a binding site for β-arrestin-2 (Dawson et al., 1993;
Boekhoff et al., 1994; Mashukova et al., 2006). This blocks
the ability of the OR to activate additional Golf and more
dramatically, can trigger internalization of the receptor from the
ciliary membrane and translocation to the cell body. To enhance
ligand removal, they can be bound by odorant-binding proteins
for uptake into the support cells (Strotmann and Breer, 2011).
In summary, olfactory signal transduction follows the standard
layout of any GPCR signaling pathway with activation occurring
via a relatively simple linear flow of events and the equally
important inactivation steps occurring via multiple mechanisms
that include a role for Ca2+ feedback at each step.

GPCR Signaling in Photoreceptors
OSN are defined by the specific OR expressed in the cilia
and a similar definition can be made for PR by considering

the GPCR expressed in the OS. Rods use rhodopsin, the apo
form is referred to as opsin while ‘‘rhodopsin’’ specifically refers
to the halo form with the ligand-binding pocket occupied by
the obligate co-factor, 11-cis retinal, a derivative of vitamin
A (Saari, 2016). Rhodopsin is most sensitive to green light
with an absorption maximum at 500 nm (Hubbard, 1969).
Despite this sensitivity to green light, information from rods
is not used to compute color information. Color vision is
derived from information received from cone PR, and the
number of cone types expressing spectrally tuned opsins defines
the range of hues that can be perceived. Most mammals
are dichromats, meaning the retina of these animals has two
types of cones. These are usually a UV-blue sensitive cone
expressing a short-wavelength opsin (OPN1SW) tuned to the
light of 410–435 nm (Hunt et al., 2001), and a green-red
sensitive cone expressing a medium to long-wavelength opsin
(OPN1MW or OPN1LW) tuned to the light of 500–570 nm
(Mollon, 1999; Yokoyama et al., 2008; Shichida and Matsuyama,
2009). Dichromats can distinguish many different hues of blue-
gray-yellow (Roth et al., 2007; Pridmore, 2014). Trichromats,
which for mammals are limited to humans and a few other
old-world primate species, have three cone types. These include
a blue-sensitive cone expressing OPN1SW, a green-sensitive
cone expressing OPN1MW, and a red-sensitive cone expressing
OPN1LW (Nathans et al., 1986; Mollon, 1999; Solomon and
Lennie, 2007). The addition of this one cone greatly expands
the range of color vision such that humans can distinguish
about 2.3 million hues (Linhares et al., 2008). Red-green color
blindness is a common disorder inherited in an x-linked
recessive pattern that affects about 8% of Northern European-
descended men (Deeb, 2005). It is more appropriate to call
such individuals color-deficient since they do not lose all color
vision. Instead, they see the world in the same way as other
dichromatic mammals.

The phototransduction cascade from activation of GPCR
to altered membrane potential is conceptually similar to the
odorant-transduction pathway in OSN but distinct with the
major changes being the use of an inhibitory instead of a
stimulatory class of G-protein, a different effector enzyme,
the lack of a calcium-activated chloride channel, and the
ultimate effect of closing rather than opening a CNG channel
(Figure 3). For the sake of simplicity, we will not continue
to distinguish between the different isoforms of the proteins
involved in rod vs. cone phototransduction. When PR are in
the dark-adapted resting state, cGMP levels are high due to
the activity of a membrane-bound guanylate cyclase which
generates cGMP and the low basal activity of the countering
enzyme phosphodiesterase 6 (PDE6) that degrades cGMP
to GMP. PDE activity is low due to autoinhibition by the
gamma subunit of the enzyme (PDEγ). cGMP is an activator
of the nearby CNG channels found at the edge of cone
discs or in the plasma membrane surrounding rod discs. The
inward Na+/Ca2+ current or ‘‘dark current’’ carried by CNG
is what keeps PR depolarized at rest (Arshavsky et al., 2002;
Arshavsky and Burns, 2012; Michalakis et al., 2018). This is
opposite to the resting state in OSN where CNG channels
are closed.
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FIGURE 3 | Phototransduction. (Top) In the absence of light, inactive, 11-cis retinal bound, rhodopsin (pink) is associated with the GDP bound heterotrimeric GαT

(orange, mauve). Phosphodiesterase 6 (PDE6; blue) is basally autoinhibited. Guanylate cyclase (not shown) generates cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) that
keeps CNG channels (green) open. (Middle) Activation of the cascade begins when photon absorption isomerizes 11-cis-retinal to the all-trans conformation. The
activated rhodopsin activates GαT; the GTP bound alpha subunit dissociates to bind PDEγ thus removing the autoinhibition of PDE6. The decrease in cGMP
concentration closes CNG channels. (Bottom) The cascade is inactivated when the GTPase Activating Complex consisting of R9AP (brown), Gβ5 (light brown), and
RGS9 (reddish-brown) activates GTP hydrolysis on GαT. Rhodopsin is phosphorylated by GRK (light gray) allowing arrestin (gray) binding which inactivates
the receptor.
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Activation of the phototransduction cascade occurs when
photon absorption causes isomerization of the rhodopsin-
bound chromophore, from 11-cis retinal to all-trans-retinal.
This forces rhodopsin into the activated conformation. Activated
rhodopsin transduces the signal by exchanging GDP for GTP
in the alpha subunit of transducin or GT which belongs to
the Gi/o subclass of heterotrimeric G-proteins. The GTP-bound
GαT dissociates from Gβγ, diffuses along the disc membrane,
and binds the gamma subunit of the effector enzyme, PDE6.
Association with GαT relieves inhibition of PDE which can
then catalyze the degradation of cGMP to GMP (Arshavsky
and Burns, 2014). Decreased cGMP concentrations lead to
the closure of CNG channels, inactivating the dark current
and driving the cell to hyperpolarize (Arshavsky et al., 2002;
Arshavsky and Burns, 2012).

Inactivation of the phototransduction cascade requires
inactivating each component like what occurs in OSN. To
reopen the CNG channels cGMP levels must increase thus PDE
activity must be inhibited. This is accomplished by inactivating
transducin so that PDEγ can be released. Inactivating GαT
is the rate-limiting step of inactivation and is accomplished
by a GTPase accelerating complex composed of RGS9, Gβ5,
and R9AP (Krispel et al., 2006; Arshavsky and Wensel, 2013).
RGS9 enhances the GTPase activity of GαT and the Gβ5-R9AP
subunits serve to regulate the stability, targeting, and membrane
localization of RGS9 (Arshavsky and Wensel, 2013). Once GTP
is hydrolyzed to GDP, GαT can re-associate with Gβγ.

Ultimately the GPCRmust be inactivated and that process for
rhodopsin is similar to that for the ORs. Rhodopsin is targeted by
G-protein coupled receptor kinase (GRK1, also called rhodopsin
kinase) which phosphorylates the cytoplasmic C-terminal tail of
rhodopsin to create a binding site for arrestin. This blocks the
ability of rhodopsin to activate additional GT but it does not
trigger internalization as is seen with ORs—rhodopsin remains
in the disc membranes of the OS (Burns and Arshavsky, 2005;
Arshavsky and Burns, 2012).

A major difference between the inactivation of OR and
rhodopsin is that odorants reversibly bind to OR and release as
concentrations drop while the chromophore for rhodopsin must
be regenerated into the 11-cis isomer to absorb another photon.
The regeneration of chromophore is a multi-enzymatic pathway
called the visual cycle. Some steps of the visual cycle occur in PR
OS but the key step of isomerizing the bond at the 11th carbon
of retinal from the trans to cis confirmation is carried out by an
isomerase found in the adjacent RPE cells. Interestingly, there is
a secondary visual cycle thought to primarily serve cones where
the key isomerase is found in the other major support cell for PR,
the Muller Glia (Tsin et al., 2018).

As with odorant signaling, calcium feedback is also involved
in inactivating the phototransduction cascade. Ca2+ influx
through CNG channels is countered by Ca2+ extrusion through
the coupled K+-Na+/Ca2+ ion exchanger (NCKX) which
continues after CNG channels close. This results in a light-
induced drop in intracellular Ca2+ concentration. Intracellular
Ca2+ levels regulate phototransduction at two steps through two
different Ca2+ binding proteins: recoverin and guanylate cyclase-
activating protein (GCAP). Recoverin in the Ca2+ bound state

inhibits GRK1, but when the calcium levels drop this inhibition is
released and GRK1 phosphorylates rhodopsin to inhibit further
signaling. GCAP is also inhibited when bound to Ca2+, but as
active phototransduction results in decreased Ca2+ levels, free
GCAP activates guanylate cyclase (GC; Burns and Arshavsky,
2005; Arshavsky and Burns, 2012). GC produces cGMP which
can bind to CNG channels and reestablish the dark current.

Sensory Adaptation
The ability of the olfactory and visual systems to undergo sensory
adaption—the reduction of sensory sensitivity with continued
stimulation—is striking. We experience this adaption daily as we
go ‘‘nose-blind’’ to powerful odors such as our perfume or air
fresheners and have to wait for our ‘‘eyes to adjust’’ to sudden
changes in brightness such as encountered when walking out of
a dim lecture hall into a brightly lit lobby. Sensory adaptation
is a complex process involving changes at multiple levels of
circuitry and the level of stimulus detection by the primary
sensory neurons (Demb, 2008; Pellegrino et al., 2017). The chief
mechanism of adaptation in both OSN and PR is feedback
inhibition of the ciliary signaling cascades.

Feedback inhibition of the odorant transduction cascade
employs the tools of inactivation so that the response becomes
reduced with prolonged stimulation. In response to odorants,
calcium entering the cilia through open CNG channels is
bound by calmodulin which is a central coordinator of feedback
inhibition. Ca2+-calmodulin activates phosphodiesterase 1C
which degrades cAMPwhile signaling throughCaMKII to inhibit
AC3 thus preventing synthesis of new cAMP molecules (Borisy
et al., 1992; Yan et al., 1995; Wei et al., 1998; Cygnar and
Zhao, 2009). In addition to modulating the intra-ciliary levels
of cAMP, Ca2+-calmodulin directly desensitizes CNG channels
so that more cAMP is required to open the channels and it
is thought that this is the primary mechanism of adaptation
(Chen and Yau, 1994; Kurahashi and Menini, 1997). A second,
dramatic way to reduce the response to any given combination of
odorants is to remove the receptors from the ciliary membrane.
This is accomplished when phosphorylation of the OR creates
a binding site for β-arrestin-2. This triggers clathrin-mediated
internalization of the receptor from the ciliary membrane into
endosomes residing in the cell body (Mashukova et al., 2006). By
reducing the available receptor as well as dampening its ability
to transduce an effect, the signal generated by continued odorant
exposure is reduced.

The ability to desensitize the response to odorant has two very
practical outcomes. It allows other OSN to respond to a changing
odorant landscape as newly introduced odors will elicit relatively
stronger signals. This means that instead of being limited to
responding to one strong odorant, a complex odorant profile can
be detected which provides a deeper, more accurate perception
of the environment. Second, it is essential to desensitize the
response to very noxious odorants. Afterall, a common response
to walking into a space that smells horrible is to hold our breath.
That is not a sustainable solution.

Adaptation to prolonged light is fundamentally different
from adaptation to prolonged odorants even though similar
mechanisms are employed. Adaptation involves reducing
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PR sensitivity to prevent saturation and increases temporal
resolution. Rods are so sensitive they can report the presence
of a signal photon and become saturated in medium light
intensity environments. Cones are less sensitive and can adapt
so that they essentially do not saturate. The combination of
these two systems creates a dynamic range covering ∼11 orders
of magnitude (Pugh et al., 1999; Govardovskii et al., 2000;
Arshavsky and Burns, 2012).

It can be tempting to assume light adaptation in rods is
not needed since the cone system takes over in bright light.
However, rods can respond to a range of ∼1–10,000 photons
per second, but without adaptation, it has been estimated that
the rods would become unresponsive at just ∼100 photons
per second (Govardovskii et al., 2000). Light adaptation consists
of cellular desensitization, acceleration of response inactivation,
and extension of the operating range. All three of these
phenomena are the result of multiple converging mechanisms
that include calcium-dependent and independent processes
(Pugh et al., 1999; Govardovskii et al., 2000; Arshavsky and
Burns, 2012). For the sake of comparison to OSN where Ca2+-
calmodulin plays a major role, we will just highlight the major
calcium-dependent processes in PR.

Light causes a transient drop in intracellular calcium since
entry via CNG channels is decreased. There are three major
calcium-sensing proteins active in PR, GCAPs, Ca2+-calmodulin,
and recoverin. GCAP in the calcium-free state activates GC and
increases levels of cGMP, this is the major route by which the
operating range of PR is increased (Mendez et al., 2001; Burns
et al., 2002). Range extension is also influenced by the release
of CNG inhibition by Ca2+-calmodulin (Weitz et al., 1998). The
effect of Ca2+-calmodulin on CNG channels in OSN and PR is
the opposite because of the fundamental difference in the open
state of the CNG channels at rest in these two sensory neurons.
Both GCAPs and regulation of CNG are at play in cones,
however, cone CNG channels are regulated by CNG-modulin
instead of Ca2+-calmodulin (Rebrik et al., 2012). Recoverin
can function indirectly by buffering calcium and directly by
inhibiting GRK—the release of this inhibition in low calcium will
result in GRK binding to and phosphorylating active rhodopsin,
thus inactivating the receptor and causing desensitization (Pugh
et al., 1999; Higgins et al., 2006; Komolov et al., 2009;
Chen et al., 2012).

Finally, where OSN can be desensitized by translocation
of the ORs, this does not happen for either rhodopsin or
cone opsins. However, there are three proteins in PR that
do undergo translocation—transducin, recoverin, and arrestin
(Arshavsky, 2003; Calvert et al., 2006). In response to light,
transducin moves from the OS to the IS (Sokolov et al., 2002;
Majumder et al., 2013). This reduces activation of PDE and
thereby degradation of cGMP so results in reducing sensitivity
to prolonged light exposure. Recoverin also moves out of the
OS in response to light. This reduces the inhibition of GRK,
allowing more efficient phosphorylation of activated rhodopsin
which enhances arrestin recruitment (Strissel et al., 2005).
Arrestin moves in the opposite direction. In response to light,
it moves into the outer segment (Broekhuyse et al., 1985;
Mirshahi et al., 1994). Increased arrestin in proximity to activated

rhodopsin will blunt the response to prolonged light exposure
and accelerate recovery.

PROPAGATING THE ELECTRICAL SIGNAL

OSN and PR are bipolar neurons and the electrical signal
initiated in the apical cilia or outer segment must reach the
basal synapse to alter neurotransmitter release and communicate
the signal onto the next neurons in the circuit. OSN and PR
achieve this by two different means with both requiring the
coordinated action of voltage-gated ion channels. OSN are firing
neurons and the depolarization initiated by the odorant signaling
cascade triggers a depolarizing wave, or action potential, that
propagates down the axon. This action potential is an all or
nothing event, similar to flipping a light switch. Action potentials
are of consistent strength and duration, but the frequency of
firing is proportional to the amount of stimulation, i.e., odorant
concentration (Rospars et al., 2003). Conversely, PR do not fire
action potentials. Instead, the synaptic output is responsive to
graded changes in membrane potential (Rodieck, 1998). The
overall PR response is more like dialing up or down a dimmer
switch where stimulus intensity or duration is proportional to the
activation state of the phototransduction cascade.

OSN Voltage Response
Under basal conditions, that is in the absence of odorant,
ORs are polarized. An exact measure of the resting membrane
potential of OSN has proven difficult to obtain, but there seems
to be a consensus that it lies between −75 and −50 mV
(Dubin and Dionne, 1994; Narusuye et al., 2003; Pun and
Kleene, 2004). Activation of the odorant-transduction cascade
depolarizes the OSN which is translated into an action potential
that propagates down the axon to the synapse. While the exact
complement of ionic currents found in vertebrate OSN varies
slightly across species, the general mechanism of action potential
firing is conserved.

Depolarization triggers the opening of voltage-gated sodium
(Nav) channels along the length of the axon (Narusuye
et al., 2003). In the majority of species examined, these
sodium channels are tetrodotoxin sensitive and studies in
rodents revealed the principle channel to be Nav1.7 (Narusuye
et al., 2003; Ahn et al., 2011). Nav1.7 is critical for OSN
function and Nav1.7 knockout mice exhibit anosmia due
to failure of the OSN to generate a synaptic signal despite
still generating action potentials. This suggests that Nav1.7 is
not required for action potential generation but instead is
involved in the propagation of the action potential to the
synaptic terminal. Other Nav channels including Nav1.3 and
Nav1.5 are expressed in OSN and Nav1.3 localizes to the
axon suggesting a potential function in action potential
generation (Weiss et al., 2011; Bolz et al., 2017). Regardless
of the molecular identity of the Nav channels involved, the
inward Na+ flux further depolarizes the membrane driving
the rising phase of the action potential. In response, voltage-
gated potassium (Kv) channels, of the delayed rectifier and
A-type, open, and the resulting K+ efflux repolarizes the
membrane of the axon (Narusuye et al., 2003). In some species,
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Ca2+ currents also contribute to the action potential. In the
newt Cynops pyrrhogaster OSN, T-type Cav channels open
at more negative potentials than the axonal Nav channels
and the resulting Ca2+ current enhances OSN sensitivity by
reducing the threshold required to generate an action potential
(Kawai et al., 1996).

The ion channels responsible for setting resting membrane
potential are poorly defined (Frenz et al., 2014). But OSN are
intrinsically noisy due to the presence of basal electrical activity
even in the absence of a stimulating odorant (Lowe and Gold,
1991; Reisert, 2010). This basal electrical activity shapes the
resting membrane potential and regulates the firing capacity of
the OSN (Reisert, 2010). Spontaneous firing occurs at a rate up
to 3 Hz compared to the ∼30–50 Hz maximal rate evoked by
odorant binding to OR (Reisert and Matthews, 1999; Rospars
et al., 2003). A component of this basal activity is due to
the spontaneous opening of Nav1.5 channels in the dendritic
knob (Dionne, 2016). The basal activity is thought to prime
the response to odorant-binding in mature OSN and facilitate
axon development in immature OSN as well as stabilize the
connection with postsynaptic mitral and tufted cells (Yu et al.,
2004; Nakashima et al., 2013; Dionne, 2016).

While the major mechanism of OSN adaptation occurs at the
ciliary signaling cascade as described, OSN also experiences spike
frequency accommodation where the action potential frequency
generated by a depolarizing current is reduced with time. This
is thought to be due to the action of a Ca2+ gated K+ channel
as pharmacological inhibition of this channel impedes OSN
accommodation (Kawai, 2002).

PR Voltage Response
Unlike OSN, PR are not firing neurons and the graded voltage
response generated by phototransduction directly controls
the synaptic output. However, this does not occur without
modulation and the PR voltage response is shaped by voltage-
gated ion channels in the inner segment, primarily, heteromeric
Kv2.1/Kv8.2 channels and HCN1 channels (Bader et al., 1982;
Barnes and Hille, 1989; MacLeish and Nurse, 2007).

Kv2.1 is a shab-like Kv channel broadly expressed in the
nervous system while Kv8.2 is a regulatory subunit expressed
in photoreceptors (Pinto and Klumpp, 1998; Bocksteins, 2016;
Gayet-Primo et al., 2018). Assembly of Kv2.1 with Kv8.2 creates
a channel that activates at more negative potentials and is
slower to inactivate compared to Kv2.1 alone (Barnes, 1994;
Czirják et al., 2007; Gayet-Primo et al., 2018). The current
carried by this hybrid channel is referred to as Ikx. Ikx is
the primary hyperpolarizing current at rest. In combination
with the electrogenic activity of Na+/K+-ATPase in the IS
and NCKX in the OS, Ikx directly opposes the depolarizing
dark current carried by the CNG channels in the OS (Beech
and Barnes, 1989; Barnes, 1994; Moriondo and Rispoli, 2010;
Hart et al., 2019). In the larger PR of amphibians, but not
in rodent PR, an additional outward K+ current carried by
Ca2+ activated BK channels (IKCa) is thought to help clamp
the resting membrane potential (Moriondo et al., 2001; Xu and
Slaughter, 2005; Pelucchi et al., 2008; Tanimoto et al., 2012).
Altogether, the activity of these channels and transporters results

in a resting (dark) membrane potential of about −35 mV
(Beech and Barnes, 1989).

Recovery from light-induced hyperpolarization is mediated
by both Kv2.1/Kv8.2 and HCN1 channels which operate over
different voltage ranges and thus lighting conditions. Ikx has a
half activation voltage of −46 mV and Kv2.1/Kv8.2 channels
open in the dark begin closing as the PR hyperpolarizes.
Kv2.1/Kv8.2 channels are most sensitive to voltage changes
between −35 and −50 mV where even small voltage changes
will have a significant impact on the number of channels
open. Thus, Ikx inactivation occurs even in response to
the dim light that weakly hyperpolarizes the PR membrane.
Reduction of the hyperpolarizing Ikx facilitates PR recovery
to the depolarized, dark state (Beech and Barnes, 1989;
Gayet-Primo et al., 2018). Under bright sustained light, the
PR membrane potential reaches further hyperpolarization
which triggers the opening of the hyperpolarization gated
HCN1 channels which have a half activation voltage of
−75 mV. HCN1 channels carry an inward mixed cation
current referred to as Ih. This current is the primary
driver of depolarization and functions to quickly push the
PR back toward the resting depolarized state (Bader et al.,
1979; Baylor et al., 1984; Beech and Barnes, 1989; Barrow
and Wu, 2009). Full recovery back to the dark state is
achieved when phototransduction inactivates and CNG channels
open to reestablishing the dark current. Reactivation of the
dark current is slower than Ih activation, and while the
dark current alone is sufficient to return the PR to the
dark state, recovery is delayed without Ih. Prolonged PR
hyperpolarization in the absence of Ih results in saturation of
the downstream neural circuits, preventing them from properly
modulating and carrying on the signal (Knop et al., 2008;
Seeliger et al., 2011).

In summary, Kv2.1/Kv8.2 channels play a prominent role
in setting the dark-adapted resting membrane potential. In
response to light-driven hyperpolarization, Kv2.1/Kv8.2 works
in concert with HCN1 to exert temporal control over rod
output. While the voltage modulation in the PR differs from
the action potential firing in OSN, they are similar in that both
involve coordination of opposing currents carried by voltage-
gated ion channels to drive the activation and recovery of the
voltage response.

Conventional vs. Ribbon Synapses
When an action potential reaches the presynaptic terminal
of the OSN in the OB, N-type Cav2.2 channels open
and the resulting influx of Ca2+ triggers the fusion of
synaptic vesicles with the plasma membrane and release of
glutamate into the synaptic cleft (Figure 4; Weiss et al.,
2014). AMPA and NMDA receptors on the post-synaptic
dendrites of mitral and tufted cells are activated and the
signal propagates through the OB. It should be noted that
OSN are not homogenous and one subpopulation can be
identified by expression of an alternate synaptic Cav channel,
the P/Q-type Cav2.1 channel (Pyrski et al., 2018). Unraveling
the function of this OSN subpopulation will be required
to understand the physiological significance of expressing
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FIGURE 4 | Conventional vs. Ribbon synapses. (Top) OSN make conventional flat synapses with the dendrites of mitral and tufted cells in the OB. The arrival of an
action potential depolarizes the membrane. This triggers the opening of Cav2.1 channels and the resulting calcium influx triggers the fusion of synaptic vesicles.
(Bottom) PR terminals are invaginated with bipolar dendrites and horizontal cell processes forming a triad synapse. In the dark, Cav1.4 channels are open and
synaptic vesicles are fusing to release neurotransmitters. Activation of the phototransduction cascade causes graded hyperpolarization of the membrane which
causes Cav1.4 channels to close and synaptic vesicle fusion to slow.

Cav2.2 vs. Cav2.1 in the synapse. Presynaptic terminals require
more than just a correctly tuned Cav channel and synaptic
vesicles to communicate. The molecular architecture of OSN

terminals is to our understanding poorly defined. But we
can make inferences based on the organization of other
conventional synapses.
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Conventional presynaptic terminals are host to a collection
of proteins known as the cytomatrix at the active zone
(CAZ); this includes bassoon, piccolo, CAST, ELKS, RIM,
RIM-binding proteins, Munc13, and liprins (Szule et al., 2015).
CAZ components share overlapping roles in providing structural
organization to the active zone and in regulating several aspects
of the synaptic vesicle cycle including tethering, priming, and
fusion. This network of proteins can be dynamically regulated
by phosphorylation, altered gene expression, or enhanced
protein degradation so that individual synapses can tune
firing rates in response to overall neuronal network activity
(Lazarevic et al., 2013; Torres and Inestrosa, 2018). Individual
synapses may be further distinguished by the exact complement
of CAZ proteins expressed in that terminal since many of
the CAZ proteins exist as small multi-gene families subject
to cell-type-specific expression and alternative splicing. Further
investigation is needed to determine if any subpopulations of
OSN presynaptic terminals may be molecularly and functionally
distinguished based on the potential diversity provided by the
CAZ complex.

The PR synapse is not like the conventional synapse of
OSN (Figure 4). It is an invaginating ribbon-type synapse.
Ribbon synapses are defined by the presence of a ribbon
organelle that tethers synaptic vesicles adjacent to the active
zone. This type of synapse is rare but not unique to PR.
Ribbon synapses are also found in the bipolar neurons
downstream of PR and in auditory and vestibular hair cells.
These synapses are related in that they release neurotransmitters
in direct correlation to graded changes in membrane potential
instead of in response to an action potential (Matthews
and Fuchs, 2010). Like any other synapse, the active zone
of a ribbon synapse is marked by clusters of voltage-gated
calcium channels that generate the high calcium microdomains
that trigger the fusion of synaptic vesicles with the plasma
membrane. In PR ribbon synapses, this calcium channel
is the L-type Cav1.4 (Bech-Hansen et al., 1998; Mansergh
et al., 2005). Two major features distinguish Cav1.4 from the
Cav2.2 channels in OSN and make them better matched to
the physiology of PR. First, Cav1.4 opens at more negative
potentials, so conducts current in the dark-adapted PR and
the channel is responsive to small changes in membrane
potential in the range elicited by smaller changes in light
intensity or duration. Second, Cav1.4 is resistant to calcium-
dependent inhibition so channels can stay open longer to
support the tonic release of neurotransmitters in the dark
(Joiner and Lee, 2015).

Rods and cones use glutamate as the neurotransmitter and
signal to both bipolar and horizontal cells, whose processes
invaginate the terminal. The benefit of having the synaptic
cleft invaginated has been suggested to improve the fidelity of
information flow by preventing neurotransmitter spillover (Rao-
Mirotznik et al., 1998). The function of the horizontal cell is
to aid the integration of PR signaling and through inhibitory
feedback, signaling generates the center-surround receptive fields
that provide exquisite contrast sensitivity and edge detection to
our vision (Thoreson and Mangel, 2012; Boije et al., 2016). The
function of the bipolar cells is to relay the light signal through

to ganglion cells, the output neuron of the retina. There are
10–13 types of bipolar cells divided into two functional groups,
the ON and OFF cells (Masland, 2001). ON-bipolar cells are
sign-inverting. They use metabotropic glutamate receptors that
signal through a heterotrimeric G-protein cascade to inhibit
an ion channel so that they are hyperpolarized in the dark
(Martemyanov and Sampath, 2017). When PR hyperpolarize in
response to light and glutamate release decreases this inhibition
is relieved and the ON-bipolar cell depolarizes. OFF-bipolar cells
are sign-conserving. They respond to glutamate in the dark using
AMPA or kainite ionotropic glutamate receptors which conduct
a depolarizing current (DeVries, 2000; Ichinose and Hellmer,
2016). This complexity of PR synaptic organization allows the
relatively simple two receptor (rod vs. cone) system to encode
a wide variety of temporal, contrast, and color information. This
contrasts with the OSN synapse where the diversity of receptors
rather than connections seems to provide detailed information
flow. We would be remiss not to point out that the OSN synapse
has not been studied at nearly the depth of PR synapses so there
could be more similarities than we currently know.

Rod and cone presynaptic terminals are quite distinct (Moser
et al., 2020). Rod presynaptic terminals are large, spherical, and
contain a single long ribbon. The ribbon curves around the
processes invaginating the PR terminal thus creating an extensive
active zone. Within each invagination, there are two central
dendrites from rod-ON bipolar cells and two flanking processes
from horizontal cell axons. The rod ribbon synapse is often
mistakenly described as only containing one bipolar dendrite
because it requires labor-intensive 3D reconstructions of electron
micrographs to visualize the second bipolar dendrite (Tsukamoto
and Omi, 2013). Cone presynaptic terminals are long and flat
with tens of invaginating ribbon synapses. The ribbons are of
variable length but are shorter than the one found in rods.
Each invagination is formed by invading horizontal cell dendrites
and cone ON-bipolar dendrites. Cone to cone OFF-bipolar cells
synapse at flat contact sites, more like conventional synapses,
adjacent to the invaginated ribbon synapses.

The defining organelle of a ribbon synapse is the ribbon itself.
The molecular core of all ribbons independent of number, shape,
or length is a self-organizing structural protein called RIBEYE
(Magupalli et al., 2008). The ribbon generally functions to tether
hundreds of synaptic vesicles and facilitates their movement
to the plasma membrane for fusion. The exact mechanisms
employed by ribbons have been a subject of debate and we refer
readers to a recent review for a discussion on this topic (Moser
et al., 2020). Further complicating the matter, recent studies
of RIBEYE knockout animals have reported surprisingly mild
or variable defects in synaptic function (Wan et al., 2005; Lv
et al., 2016; Maxeiner et al., 2016). However, in these models, the
ribbon is not completely absent in all ribbon containing cells, or
there remains a ‘‘ghost’’ ribbon to which synaptic vesicles remain
tethered. Investigations of the functions and dynamics of ribbons
will continue to be a rich area of research for the near future.

Ribbon synapses express many of the same CAZ proteins
as conventional synapses (Zanazzi and Matthews, 2009). An
additional function for the CAZ complex of ribbon synapses
is to anchor the ribbon to the active zone. This is likely
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accomplished through an array of protein-protein interactions
from RIBEYE through bassoon and RIM-BP to Cav1.4 (Dick
et al., 2003; Luo et al., 2017; tom Dieck et al., 2005). Earlier we
noted that there is a large degree of diversity in the synaptic
expression of different CAZ genes or isoforms. One example of
a ribbon synapse-specific CAZ protein is Piccolino. Piccolino
is a shorter splice isoform of piccolo which is abundant in
conventional synapses. Piccolo functions include integrating the
active zone complex with actin dynamics and regulating CAZ
protein turnover (Ivanova et al., 2016; Torres and Inestrosa,
2018). Piccolino functionally differs from piccolo in that it
binds to RIBEYE and participates in forming the extended
plate-like structure of the rod ribbon (Regus-Leidig et al., 2014;
Müller et al., 2019).

In summary, studies of PR signal transduction are
comprehensive and have led to the elucidation of many
foundational principles of ciliary-based signal transduction.
The state of detailed knowledge concerning the development,
structure, and function of PR synapses is still a developing field.
As progress is made in this area, we expect to be able to better
define the similarities and differences among primary sensory
neurons such as PR and OSN.

DEALING WITH DAMAGE THROUGH
RENEWAL

OSN and PR are under constant environmental stress, either
from inhaled compounds or light damage. To deal with this
stress, OSN, and PR both undergo constant renewal. OSN have
a limited lifespan averaging only 30 days before undergoing
apoptosis (Farbman, 1990; Cowan and Roskams, 2002). These
OSN are constantly being replaced by newly developed neurons
that arise from the basal cells of the OE. Two groups of stem cells
exist in the OE, the quiescent horizontal basal cells which serve
as a reserve stem cell population that activates following severe
OE injury, and the actively cycling globose basal cells which are
the primary progenitor for OSN renewal and recovery following
minor injury (Schwob et al., 2017). The development of newOSN
takes roughly 10 days as marked by both expressions of mature
OSN markers and glomeruli innervation (Liberia et al., 2019).
One challenge inherent in this process is the need to constantly
rewire the OE to the OB. The mechanisms that guide axon
targeting are a rich area of ongoing research, and recent work
has suggested that OR present at the axon terminal play a role
in axon guidance by directly responding to molecules originating
from theOB (Zamparo et al., 2019). Importantly, OSN are unique
in their capacity for constant neurogenesis throughout life. In
the few other neural populations where neurogenesis occurs, it
is typically more limited.

The renewal options for PR is species dependent. In
amphibians and fish, new-born PR are added at the ciliarymargin
at the far periphery of the retina as the eye continues to grow even
in adulthood (Harris and Perron, 1998). And Muller glia can be
reprogrammed to replace PR in response to acute injury (Hamon
et al., 2016; Wan and Goldman, 2016; Langhe et al., 2017).
Neither is the case in mammals—a damaged photoreceptor is
lost forever. However, in all species, the outer segments undergo

constant renewal. New membranes packed with OS structural
proteins and the proteins of the phototransduction cascade are
added at the base of the OS constantly (Young, 1967). The net
length of the OS is maintained by the process of disc shedding
where packets of discs are engulfed and digested by the RPE every
day, typically in the morning (Young and Bok, 1969; LaVail,
1980). In mice and humans, the rate of disc shedding equates
to each photoreceptor having an entirely new OS about every
10 days (Young, 1967; Jonnal et al., 2010). This is an efficient
system for PR but places a great deal of stress on the RPE
cells that need to clear all the ‘‘garbage’’ from the photoreceptor
OS, in addition to the other critical roles they play in keeping
PR functioning.

These renewal systems are far from perfect solutions towards
a form of eternal cellular life. The very existence of these unique
renewal processes, as imperfect as they may be, highlights the
importance of keeping OSN and PR functioning in the face of
probable environmental damage. That OSN and PR have evolved
different renewal mechanisms just emphasizes the parallel nature
of these two primary sensory neurons.

SUMMARY

In this overview of how OSN and PR function we have
highlighted the parallels in the anatomy, signaling cascades,
modulation of the electrical responses, and organization of
the synapse. Yet, there are many, sometimes opposite, aspects
of these features. This demonstrates the facility with which
evolution has crafted these two different sensory systems. Were
we to expand this comparative analysis to other primary sensory
neurons such as auditory and vestibular hair cells, gustatory
cells, and mechanosensitive neurons, we would likewise find
many similarities among the adaptations that serve each
sensory modality.

We have done our best to provide a balanced set of
information, however, it is likely apparent that far more details
are known about PR than about OSN. Prioritizing research on
the visual system has been driven by the relative differences in the
negative impact on daily life imposed by blindness vs. anosmia.
We are proponents of the maxim that specific exceptions help
to prove general rules and thus are advocates for continued
investigations that will let us make more accurate comparisons
among the sensory systems.

Future research directions will hopefully include delving into
solving some of the unknowns we highlighted, such as the
identity of ion channels that propagate and modulate action
potentials in OSN, the molecular makeup of OSN synapses,
especially if OSN synapses are less uniform than we currently
assume. Even in PR, there are a lot of unknowns regarding how
the differing structure and molecular makeup of rod vs. cone
synapses support function. We elected to focus this review on
adult cells, but a thorough review of how the retina and OE
develop, coupled with focused investigations into the molecular
drivers of the renewal processes we discussed could advance
therapeutic options for neuronal damage and degeneration.
Finally, the reductionist approach of focusing on just the primary
sensory neurons needs to be complemented with experiments
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that can lead to a more integrated view of how these individual
neurons work in concert with their respective support cells, how
selective circuits are formed, how various types of sensory stimuli
is processed, and how signalsmight bemodulated under differing
environmental conditions. Once the palette of options that have
evolved to process sensory information can be fully elucidated,
we will be in a stronger position to effectively combat disease
and perhaps even expand our capabilities—could we learn to use
our sensitivity for odorant profiles to navigate the world with the
precision of a rat, or could we modify our PR so we can see in the
UV or infrared?
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